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THE DILEMMA
Most Jews, Christians, and Muslims are familiar with the story
of Abraham and Isaac on Mt. Moriah in Genesis 22.1 Traditionally
Jews refer to this chapter as the Aqedah (“Binding”), locate it at the site
of the Temple in Jerusalem,2 view it as the culmination of the ten trials
that Abraham undergoes in Genesis,3 and chant the passage annually on
the second day of Rosh ha-Shanah (the Jewish celebration of the New
Year in the Fall), with some also reciting it in the daily morning
service. Genesis 22 has served as a paradigm throughout the centuries
that encourages many Jews to obey God and to follow a path that leads
them to live differently from those in surrounding cultures, even
sometimes to the point of sacrificial martyrdom.4 Jewish interpreters
view the Abraham and Isaac story as one of the foundational narratives
which
explain
the
unique
___________
*This article is based on my Inaugural Address at Lexington
Theological Seminary April 3, 2003. I want to thank LTS and all my
colleagues for giving me the opportunity to join the faculty of this
wonderful seminary and to participate fully in its community life. In
particular, I wish to express my gratitude to Philip Dare, Hal Watkins,
and Robert Cueni for helping to make this possible. I also want to
express my gratitude to Jerry Sumney for his assistance in the editing
process, as well as Dianne Bazell for her advice throughout. In
addition, my colleagues and students at LTS and the participants in
several adult study groups at Temple Adath Israel in Lexington have
contributed in one way or another to the ideas put forth here. I hope
that having a Jewish professor teach here will serve as the beginning of
a new chapter for interfaith dialogue in the Bluegrass region and
beyond.
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relationship between Israel and God found in Torah and the subsequent
history of the Jewish people.5 Jews have a variety of prisms through
which they have historically interpreted the text of the Aqedah story:
e.g. the idea that the firstborn child, or beloved child, belongs to God;
the repudiation of human sacrifice and the view that human life is
fundamentally sacred; the association of the story with Passover; the
drawing of Abraham as a paradigmatic figure for the importance of
obedience to God even in the face of a terrifying request;6 the notion
that life is a series of tests, which persons (especially Israel) must take
and pass; the view that God tests the righteous because the wicked are
unable to handle the stress; the belief that God gave Abraham a test so
that he could atone for previous errors; the interpretation of Isaac as a
survivor of persecution, including the holocaust; the promotion of faith
even when God’s face is hidden;7 etc. 8 Christian exegetes have viewed
this biblical section fundamentally in terms of sacrifice, martyrdom,
and atonement. They regard Abraham as an exemplar of Christians who
live by faith and trust in God and interpret the account as a blueprint for
the crucifixion of Jesus Christ.9 Christians understand Genesis 22 in
terms of Jesus’ willingness to sacrifice his life (in this case replacing
Abraham with God the father and Isaac with Christ, the son of God)
and God’s expectation that such a human sacrifice was in fact
necessary.10 Muslim traditions typically replace Isaac with Ishmael
(the progenitor of the Arab peoples) and situate the Aqedah episode
prior to the birth of Isaac.11 In the Islamic calendar, the “Feast of the
Sacrifice” (‘Id al-Adha), one of the most significant feasts of the year,
falling at the conclusion of the Hajj, celebrates Abraham’s sacrifice of a
ram in place of Ishmael (or Isaac).
While this narrative has served as a source of inspiration for
many persons and communities, it has also caused anguish,
consternation and disappointment for many others. Frankly, the
Aqedah has always left me with a queasy sensation in the pit of my
stomach. As a Jew in the progressive tradition, I have found it
personally frustrating and disturbing that many rabbis, academics, and
other commentators often ignore or gloss the painful and destructive
elements of the story and of its various cultural interpretations. Along
with other passages from the Bible (e.g. the various descriptions of
capital punishment, the stories of incest, the depictions of the Israelite
destructions of cities that include the murder of males and enslavement
of women and children, etc.), the Aqedah has led many to question the
moral foundations of our tradition, if not of God Itself. 12 The rabbinic
tradition frequently does not provide satisfactory explanations. In fact,
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the lack of sufficient response to the ethical challenges of passages such
as this one may in modern times have contributed to disillusionment in
congregations, attraction to Eastern religions, and reduced participation
by some in organized religious life.13
In previous generations (though much less frequently now),
the common response of Christians who have posited a sharp,
stereotypical distinction between a God of love in the New Testament
and a God of wrath in the Old Testament offers an equally unsatisfying
and insufficient solution. After all, the gospels and Paul tell the story
of a son who dies as a sacrifice because God, his father, required it.
Here we find a God able to inflict destruction and death. And, in the
end, Isaac did not die as a slaughtered victim, but Jesus did.14 Though
different in format, Christians and Jews face a similar task of squaring a
deity capable of violence and extraordinary harshness with the
commitment found in both faiths to living a moral and humane
(menschlich) life.
Numerous questions and disturbing thoughts confront those of
us who treat the Aqedah as a sacred story. In challenging this text and,
implicitly, God, I engage in a traditional argument that extends all the
way back to the beginning of Judaism and that, in many ways, has ever
since defined us as a people: Abraham argues with God over the fate
of Sodom (Genesis 18:22-33); Moses questions God in the burning
bush at Midian (Exodus 2-3); Joshua laments to God about his fears of
military defeat (Joshua 7:7-9); both Jeremiah and Ezekiel engage in
frequent querying of God; Habakkuk interrogates God about the
presence of injustice in the world (Hab 1:2-2:20); Job engages in a
sustained critical argument with God (Job 13:3), and God apparently
acknowledges that Job’s piety stems from Job’s willingness to engage
God with questions (Job 42:1-7); and, more recently, Tevye, the figure
from the short stories of Sholom Aleichem (most famously depicted in
the film, “Fiddler on the Roof”), constantly debates with God.15
Let me then begin by asking: How can God ask a person, a
father, to sacrifice his beloved child, his son?16 What kind of god
would make such a request? God not only asks Abraham to sacrifice
his son, but does so after making certain promises to him. Specifically
God tells Abraham that God will make Isaac the ancestor of the people
of the covenant (namely, the Jewish people in Genesis 17:19) and will
continue Abraham’s name solely through the offspring (seed) of Isaac
(Genesis 21:12). From the point of view of Abraham, God has an
apparent change of mind and plans in Chapter 22. As Gerhard von Rad
says, “With the command to sacrifice Isaac, must not the entire past
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and the entire future of the divine dealings and guidance have tumbled
down right in front of Abraham?”17 Elsewhere, he writes, “For in
commanding Abraham to offer up Isaac, God apparently destroys his
whole continually reiterated promise to Abraham . . . for the recipient
of the promise only the way of utter forsakenness by God seems to
stand open.”18 For von Rad, the story of the Aqedah centers on the
trustworthiness of God--whether Abraham (and humanity) are traveling
“a road out into godforsakenness.”19 While the image of a vacillating
deity marks a pattern in the earlier chapters of Genesis (especially in
the creation and flood stories), here for the first time God threatens to
renege on a commitment. Why would a deity who upholds the ethical
norms of society break a promise, not keep a commitment, and ask a
father to slaughter his son?
If God did in fact plan to keep Its promise from the very
outset, why would God deceive and torment Abraham in this way?
What kind of deity would put a person through this kind of misery?20
If God had never intended the sacrifice to take place, does this test not
amount (given Abraham’s ignorance of divine intention) to a form of
torture akin to the Milgram experiment?21 Recall the stories of the
individuals whom Stanley Milgram asked in 1963 to administer a test
ostensibly to determine whether punishment might help people to learn
more effectively. If the “learner” failed to answer questions correctly,
an experimenter instructed the “teacher” to apply increasingly strong
electric shocks to the wrist of the “learner” who was strapped in a chair.
In fact, the “teachers” were Milgram’s experimental subjects, the
“learner” was an amateur actor who feigned pain at the appropriate
moments, and no electric shocks were ever applied. Many have argued
(including Milgram) that this post-Nuremberg experiment proved that
most people would follow orders (no matter how unjustified) in spite of
their consciences, moral codes, and religious strictures.22 I agree.23
Yet, the potential trauma that this deceptive, terrifying, and guiltinducing experience could cause in the lives of some of those applying
the pseudo-electric shocks forced a change in the way social scientists
conducted these kinds of experiments.24
What effect would God’s frightening experiment have on
Abraham, Isaac, Ishmael, Sarah, and their descendants? Would we not
expect our ancestral family, who experienced this disturbing ordeal, to
suffer from what we would now label post-traumatic stress syndrome?
In the Aqedah story, the narrator does not mention Isaac descending the
mountain with his father. From that point forward, Isaac and Abraham
never converse directly again in the text.25 Some have taken this to
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indicate that Isaac actually died and was resurrected; but others have
speculated on the subsequent mental state of Isaac. We can imagine a
dazed and stunned Isaac leaving his father behind and clambering down
the rocky slopes cut, scratched, and bruised in more ways than one.
Immediately following this passage, Genesis 23 notes the death of
Sarah, and rabbinic commentators have connected the two events,
suggesting that she had died in grief over the apparent death of her son
and a father’s incomprehensible act.26 After the Aqedah, the text makes
no mention of any further interaction between Sarah and Abraham,
leading some to wonder whether they had stopped speaking to one
another and even separated. Further, consider how Rebekah and Jacob
are able to conspire to fool a sightless and aged Isaac into giving Jacob
Isaac’s blessing (Genesis 27). How can we expect Isaac to discern the
machinations of his wife and son, when his own father had betrayed
him in a fundamental way by removing that most precious of childhood
gifts: familial protection and security. Abraham’s act had made Isaac
into an elderly man who could not see, where seeing refers not only to
Isaac’s eyesight, but, more important, to his awareness and
understanding.
Jacob continues the familial pattern, when Laban tricks Jacob
into marrying his elder daughter, Leah (rather than his younger
daughter, Rachel), by bringing Leah to him at night, when Jacob could
not see her in the darkness (Genesis 29:15ff.). After Joseph’s dreams
of greatness, he goes to look for his brothers, whom he sees, but does
not really see, because he can not imagine that his braggadocio has
inspired their envy. They, in turn, see him but do not foresee where
their actions will lead (Genesis 37). In Genesis 42:1, a comprehending
Jacob sees the possibility of obtaining food in Egypt, but his sons spend
their time looking at one another. Later Jacob’s own sons see Joseph,
but ignore him in his suffering (Genesis 42:21). When they encounter a
now powerful Joseph in Egypt, the brothers do not realize that Joseph
recognizes who they are (Genesis 42ff.). And, later, a blind and
uncomprehending Jacob explains to Joseph how he had lost sight of
him (Genesis 48:11), ever since the time when his brothers had left him
for dead. Blindness becomes a metaphor for a familial pattern of
incomprehension and obliviousness that has some of its roots in the
Aqedah story.27
The blindness that defines many of the characters of Genesis
recalls one of the most famous figures of Greek mythology, Oedipus,
who poked out his eyes after learning that he unwittingly had sexual
relations with his mother and had murdered his father. Indeed, some
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commentators have compared the relationships of Abraham, Sarah, and
Isaac in the Aqedah story to that of Oedipus and his parents, Laius and
Jocasta.28 In the Genesis account of Abraham, readers confront some
of the typical Oedipal relationships: tension between father and son
(which the myth symbolically expresses in terms of the father
attempting to slay the son) and a close, tender relationship between
mother and son.29 Perhaps Abraham interprets God’s instructions in
such a way that Abraham preserves his preeminent position within the
family unit (and more broadly in his clan) by slaying him in the form of
a sacrifice. Perhaps he is reliving the trauma of his own childhood,
when his father (Terah) uprooted him and his family from their home in
Ur.30 Some might critique the overuse (and misuse) of the Oedipus
story in contemporary popular culture, but many would probably agree
that there are some families where parents have used their children to
reinforce their own superiority and dominance. Do we have to wait for
God, or God’s angels, to stop parents from doing this to children,
sometimes to the point of abuse and even murder? Are there ways to
describe the Oedipal drama without resort to the language of violence
and (here) sacrifice?
Genesis 22 contains another disturbing component. When
speaking to Abraham, God describes Isaac as Abraham’s beloved and
sole son. What happened to Ishmael? Why would God disown Ishmael
as a son of Abraham? In Genesis 21:8-21, after the birth of Isaac,
Sarah expels Hagar and her son, Ishmael, into the wilderness of Beersheva, apparently in order to preserve Isaac’s rights of inheritance. At
this moment, the narrator of the story has God intervene, explaining to
Abraham that his line would continue through Isaac (thus giving Isaac
the inheritance), but that Ishmael would also serve as the ancestor of a
great nation. While Abraham would naturally have assumed that
Ishmael would receive the inheritance due to his status as eldest son,
God alters the typical pattern. And, once more, Abraham silently
accedes to God, quickly accepting this reversal of fortunes for his sons.
The reader faces a characteristic familial dynamic where one child
receives preferential treatment over the other.
Readers should find this disconcerting enough, considering
that we Jews, Christians, and Muslims look to Isaac or Ishmael as our
progenitors. Yet, how does God reward the favored son? By
demanding his sacrifice. Just like the first fruits and first-born animals,
the first-born son belongs to God. Had he definitively known his
father’s plans at the destination of Moriah, Isaac would certainly have
regarded his status as preferred son with more than a good deal of
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ambivalence. Here preference serves as a double-edged prize, as it
does for many children even now.
Further, in this passage and elsewhere in Genesis, the
references to seeds (usually translated as “offspring”) assume the
preeminence of males in the process of procreation. Through spreading
of their seeds, men determine the future course of peoples and their
histories.31 The text relegates women to silence, passivity, and
irrelevance.
Both Jews and Christians regard Leviticus 19:18 (the Golden
Rule) as a central scriptural commandment: “Love your neighbor as
yourself,” or literally, “Show love to your neighbor as you would to
yourself.”32 How does God’s command or request in the Aqedah in any
way demonstrate to people that they ought to follow the Golden Rule?
Isn’t God asking Abraham to act counter to this central commandment?
To this question, the Danish existentialist theologian, Søren
Kierkegaard, replied affirmatively, but he defended God and Abraham
on the basis of what Kierkegaard called “the teleological suspension of
the ethical.”33 For Kierkegaard, Abraham, “the knight of faith,” had
reached the ultimate stage of human development, that of the
“religious,” which subsumes the lower “ethical” stage. According to
Kierkegaard, God acts in an arena that exists beyond morality. Further,
given that God knew that Its angels would eventually prevent the
sacrifice of Abraham, God never contradicts Its ethical responsibilities.
Rather, God allows Abraham to demonstrate his faithful obedience to
God. For this reason, God can suspend the ethical in order to achieve
God’s purpose (or telos).34
Yet, this posits a deity willing to use human beings to achieve
particular ends. I cannot accept that and do not believe, even if it were
true, that it serves as a healthy paradigm for humanity to follow. What
kind of world do we leave to our children when we ask them not to “do
unto others as you would have them do unto you,” but rather to do unto
others as they serve your purpose (even if that purpose is an honorable
one)--that is, to justify the means by the end?
Kierkegaard’s explanation suggests the specter of a world in
which God accepts, and engages in, immoral behavior to achieve a
noble result.35 Of course, history is littered with the shattering pain and
destruction that this worldview produces.
Conversely, while we can decry God’s culpability in this
event, what kind of man would accept a command or request, even a
divine one, to slaughter his own son? According to Kierkegaard,
Abraham, through his deep and abiding faith, realized that God would
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ultimately never commit an immoral act. Abraham could agree to
sacrifice Isaac, because Abraham’s knowledge of, and friendship with,
God allowed him to know God’s innermost thoughts and plans.
Kierkegaard presupposes that all people (including Abraham) can
subjectively know the mind of God through their faith.
As Aryeh Botwinick has observed, 36 Kierkegaard proposed a
theology whereby “the knight of faith renounces the universal to
become the individual” and regarded “subjectivity” as “higher than
reality.” Only through the “absurd” and through “paradox” does the
“individual stand in an absolute relation to the absolute.” Yet, this
perspective has at least two major negative effects. It denies the value
of reason and logic in evaluating our world. Even more troubling, it
envisions God as so completely removed that only “a subjective or
absurdist leap is sufficient to negotiate him.”37
In contrast, some religious traditions see God in terms of
negative theology that validates our knowledge of God, but recognizes
from the outset that humans can never apprehend God totally. Our very
humanness always limits our knowledge of God to provisional
metaphors and incomplete formulations. Negative theology protects us
from both the despair of agnosticism and the idolatrous arrogance that
purports to comprehend God’s mind.38
For Kierkegaard (and others), Abraham puts his faith in God
above, and in opposition to, the lives and well-being of his family
(Isaac, Sarah, Ishmael, and Hagar). He twice passes off his wife as his
sister (Genesis 12:10-20), he abandons Hagar and Ishmael (Genesis
21:8-21), and he is willing to kill Isaac without consulting with Sarah
in spite of the fact that she had an equal interest in the well-being of the
son whom she had borne in her old age.39 Abraham focuses so intensely
on God that he ignores the needs of his closest companions, the very
humans whom God made in God’s image.40 What are the “family
values” of one who loves God without loving one’s intimate
relations?41
How would we regard Abraham’s behavior if he lived in our
midst? How would we react to the news that a father took a three-day
hike to the Appalachian hills to slaughter his son because God had
instructed him to do so? Every few years or so, we hear the story of a
parent who kills a child, because the voice of God commanded it, and
of others who kill at the supposed behest of God.42 On what basis are
those persons insane, psychotic, and/or murderers, while Abraham is
dubbed a “knight of faith”?
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Then we must ask whether we promote submissive
victimhood at the expense of self-protection and self-preservation,
when we idealize the image of a son who willingly allows his father to
slaughter him. In fact, Isaac asks only one mild question and otherwise
remains silent. Readers might find it surprising that Isaac does not
more actively question his father or God, given that he had apparently
reached an age beyond infancy and early childhood and that he was
facing his own demise.43 Those who have children might find Isaac’s
reticence rather surprising and expect more typical questions: Are we
there yet? Why is the trip taking so long? Humor aside, if Isaac had
reached an old enough age, we would anticipate more probing queries:
Why do we have to wait for God to provide the sheep? Could we not
have brought one from our own flock? What is so important about the
land of Moriah? Why are we offering this sacrifice in the first place?
Father, why are you acting so strangely? Instead, the narrative portrays
an absolutely compliant son who follows his father’s instructions in
spite of the doubts he apparently has.44 Are we perpetuating familial
and societal violence when we memorialize a story that endorses the
behavior of a menacing father and his acquiescent son?45
Throughout history, and still today, humanity has faced the
haunting apparition of nations and peoples sending out their children to
battle, often to die, as sacrifices for a greater purported good. One need
not be a pacifist to wonder whether the story of Abraham and Isaac
promotes national and ethnic violence.46 Does the language of sacrifice
in this narrative, which is found in the sacred texts of all the Abrahamic
faiths, help to create a self-perpetuating prophecy in which humanity
cyclically and unconsciously surrenders a portion of its population to
potential death?47 Do passages such as the Aqedah, which some
interpreters see as a symbolic attempt of Israel (through Abraham) to
suppress its own violent instincts,48 actually encourage us to engage in
further brutality?
Israeli writers have frequently commented on the Aqedah as a
metaphor for the sacrifices both nations and parents have asked their
children to make. For many Israelis, the Aqedah came to symbolize the
loss of their youth in defense of the nation: Abraham attempted to
sacrifice Isaac, just as modern Israel sacrificed its youth to protect its
territory and ensure its security. 49 In the words of the Israeli poet,
Haim Guri, “he [Abraham] bequeathed that hour to his heirs--they are
born with a knife in their hearts.”50
The need for such sacrifice is longstanding in biblical
tradition. In his book, The Death and Resurrection of the Beloved Son,
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Jon Levinson argues convincingly that the impulse to sacrifice the
beloved child (either the first-born child or the child regarded as the
equivalent of the first-born) existed frequently through sublimation in
Israel’s mythic imagination:51 the rites of the paschal lamb in Exodus
12-13 where the sacrifice of lambs replaces the sacrifice of the firstborn Israelites; the dedication of the Levites in Numbers 8:16-19 where
the dedication of the Levites replaces the sacrifice of the first-born; and
Hannah’s dedication of Samuel as a Nazirite in 1 Samuel 1:11, where
Hannah dedicates Samuel to the Temple instead of sacrificing him. In
some cases, child sacrifice found positive affirmation among biblical
writers. Exodus 22:28 says so explicitly: “You shall give me the firstborn among your children”
(yliA÷TeTi òyn<B; rw*kB] = bekhor banekha titten-li.).
While Exodus
reinterprets this to refer to redemption of first-born children through a
substitutionary sacrifice (34:19-20) and most other biblical writers
condemn child sacrifice (e.g. Jeremiah 19:5-6), some took it more
literally. Take the example of Ezekiel who in 20:25-26 makes the
following horrifying statement: “I [i.e. God], in turn [following
Levinson], gave them [i.e. Israel] laws that were not good and decisions
by which they could not live. When they set aside every "first delivery
of the womb"[µj'r: rf,P,AlKo = kol-peter rakham], I defiled them in order
to make them desolate so that they might know that I am the Lord”
(20:25-26).52 Although the well-known story of Jephthah’s daughter in
Judges 11:29-40, including Jephthah’s vow to sacrifice whomever he
first encountered at his home, is open to different interpretations, it
could suggest that child sacrifice worked--in this case, allowing
Jephthah to triumph over the Ammonites. Had Jephthah constructed a
more cautious vow, God might have aided him in his military
campaigns. Still, God does not object to the apparent slaughter of
Jephthah’s daughter, and the results speak for themselves. Finally,
according to 2 Kings 3:26-27, the king of Moab, Mesha, sacrificed his
first-born son when the battle was going poorly for Moab against Israel.
In doing so, Mesha turned the tide against Israel. Again a child
sacrifice proved effective. In this context, the New Testament gospel
interpretation of the Christian God’s sacrifice of God’s son, Jesus,
certainly fits an ancient pattern.
In other words, the tradition subsequent to Abraham
understands ritual atonement (both animal sacrifice and dedication of
persons) as a transformed child sacrifice,53 and it can sometimes
acknowledge child sacrifice as a possible, legitimate option.54 Here we
have several interpretive choices, none of them mutually exclusive.
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Among them is that God initiated child sacrifice for God’s own
inscrutable purposes (perhaps as a cruel necessity in the evolution of
human consciousness). Another is that, genetically predisposed to
violence because violence enhanced survival for hunter-gatherers,
human beings domesticated their genetic inheritance through ritualized
violence that included child sacrifice. Still another, human beings
engaged in child sacrifice as a learned behavior, because our early
forbears believed that the deaths of some persons led to rewards for the
living and consequently ensured the welfare of the groups in which
they lived. Of course, there are more possibilities.
In any case, according to biblical tradition as conveyed
through the internal chronology of the Mosaic account, the story of
Abraham and Isaac on Mt. Moriah set a precedent for possible child
sacrifice. Given the violence of human history, especially the
genocidal massacres of the twentieth century, can we now hold as our
paradigm a story that portrays a man who himself embarks on a
mission not only of violence, but the slaughter of his son? Should we
not expect more from the parent of the three major Western religions, a
figure who serves as the moral exemplar for so many? Is child
sacrifice, sublimated or not, an acceptable image to evoke in our
liturgies and theologies? Whatever the historical origins or mitigating
circumstances that might exonerate Abraham, our uncritical heroizing
of Abraham’s behavior in the Aqedah episode may be a form of
idolatry that condemns his descendants--Jews, Christians, and
Muslims--to follow in his gruesome footprints to Moriah, which later
interpreters identified as the site of the Temple mount in Jerusalem. To
what extent does the story of the Aqedah and its uncritical
interpretation contribute to ongoing religious tension and violence?
As numerous interpreters have observed, Abraham does not
engage God in any kind of conversation, but immediately sets out to
obey the request of the deity. In this regard, Abraham follows the
pattern of Genesis 12, when, at God’s command, he unflinchingly
leaves Haran for Canaan.
No hesitation. No queries. No
protestations. No dilatory maneuvers of any kind. He speaks no words
at all. Listen. Obey. Act. The story makes no overt emotional
appeals. From beginning to end, Abraham acts without emotion, as if
numb and unconscious. Aptly, retired LTS professor, George Coats
describes Abraham as an “automaton”:55 “My God, right or wrong.
Yahweh, love him, or leave him.”56 The scene recalls a typical dream
in which the dreamer watches her- or himself engaged in an
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incomprehensible activity, apparently unable (or perhaps unwilling) to
change the course of events.57
Many consider this a laudable characteristic of Abraham’s
personality, an example of his willingness to obey God, no matter the
consequences.58 Yet, the Nazi trials at Nuremberg demonstrated once
and for all that following orders could not legally serve as an excuse for
crimes against humanity. There are internationally recognized legal
limits to military and civilian discipline, as well as a legal requirement
to abstain from fundamentally immoral behavior. After Auschwitz,
why do we laud Abraham for his obedience and condemn the Nazi
murderers for theirs?59 Given that unquestioning obedience helped to
enable the unspeakable horrors of the concentration camps, we can no
longer afford to promote Abraham’s compliant behavior.60
In Genesis 18:22-32, Abraham engages in an aggressive
negotiation with God for the fate of Sodom.61 By demonstrating more
courage in attempting to save the lives of strangers than the life of his
own child,62 Abraham seems to place a greater value on the lives of
outsiders than on the lives of members of his own immediate family.
Why the silence, the laconic acceptance of a horrific fate?
When confronted in Midian by the presence of God in the burning bush
(Exodus 3-4), Moses repeatedly challenges God in a classic scene of
kvetching (whining) questions, a performance worthy of the classic,
neurotic, Jewish characters in Philip Roth novels and Woody Allen
films (and considerably different from the portrayal of Moses by
Charlton Heston in “The Ten Commandments”). And Moses continues
his reverently obstreperous behavior in Exodus, as well as in Numbers.
Could not Abraham have used some of Moses’ uncertainty,
circumspection, reluctance, and skepticism (qualities reflected by the
stammering to which Moses was apparently subject)?63 For Jews, those
qualities are much admired, because in this world certainty is elusive,
and all interpretations are subject to future revision. So the question
arises: Do we follow Moses at Midian or Abraham at Moriah?
As already discussed, the Bible provides numerous other
examples of faithful Jews who engage in healthy debate with God,
including Joshua, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, and Job. Other figures go the
extent of testing God, such as Gideon who demands proof that God will
deliver Israel (Judges 6:36-40); and Ahaz who receives an opportunity
to test God (Isaiah 7:10-17).64 God does not expect unquestioning
loyalty, nor does God expect Israel to respond unflinchingly without
fully understanding the outcome of the task at hand.
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When we feature this story as one of the Jewish foundation
stones and read it on Rosh ha-Shanah without analyzing it critically and
unraveling its unsavory elements, what kind of message do we send to
our own children and their parents? In fact, I have known persons who
found this passage and others like it in the Bible deeply disturbing. The
lack of sufficient explanation and interpretation by educators and rabbis
has contributed in at least a small measure to some thoughtful persons
abandoning organized Jewish religious life. Those of us who interpret
biblical texts for a living can no longer afford to hawk our wares to
small groups of academics, but must learn to speak to congregants
hungry for ways to reincorporate Torah into their lives in intelligent
and meaningful ways.
That is what I propose to do here, to save this passage from
oblivion for those in progressive traditions who find it frightening and
distasteful and for those on the margins of our communities. I ask the
questions that I do, not to disturb those already comfortable in Jewish
life (or Christian or Muslim life), but to reach those who want to
engage their sacred texts with the same candor that they give to other
matters.
Remember: we are dealing here with Hebrew words, which
can often have connotations and meanings that translations do not
preserve. All interpretation starts with the Hebrew text, and, in this
regard, I hope to follow in the footsteps of the great classic Torah
commentators and midrash writers. In a world (both academic and
popular), where historical research and the search for historical facts
have such a powerful hold on the imagination, I strive to combine the
best of historical-critical scholarship and close reading of language
(philological and midrashic).
In the end, however, as Gerhard von Rad observed, a text such
as Genesis 22 has wide parameters of interpretation.65 Stories with
such powerful impact and with such profound meaning for those who
cherish them have what Paul Ricoeur has called a “surplus of
meaning.”66
We probably cannot determine with certainty the
intentions of the authors or editors of this kind of poetic narrative.
Further, authorial intent and textual meaning may not always coincide,
because a rich text takes on a life of its own. By radically limiting the
meaning of the multivalent symbolism to simple descriptions and to a
single historical context, we not only denude the text of its literary and
spiritual power, but we fail to convey accurately the depth of its content
and significance.
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If we regard a given text as transmitted words of God or as
divinely inspired, we would find ourselves in the position of idolaters
claiming to know God’s precise purpose. Sometimes we must simply
acknowledge that a wide spectrum of readings is possible and that
God’s intentions are ultimately unknowable. 67 This does not imply the
existence of a completely open text, but rather the presence of a range
of possible interpretations into which a story might fit. Some
interpretations may simply not work.
Therefore, I will attempt to construe the original context of
this passage. Yet, I also acknowledge that words have meanings that
may have eluded early interpreters and may only find interpretive
fruition in later periods and in different cultures, where people can see
and hear what others heretofore could not. In light of this, I will
carefully examine the denotations, allusions, grammar, and syntax of
Hebrew words and phrases in order to draw out their complex, and
sometimes surprising, significance.
END OF PART 1
Part 2 will appear in the next issue of the Lexington Theological
Quarterly
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